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Sharp Prose for Green: John D. MacDonald
and the First Ecological Novel
by Jack E. Davis
ardboiled-fiction writer John D. MacDonald was known to
fulminate with devastating eloquence against the profligate pillaging of the Florida Dream. Its post-World War I1
disintegration into a nightmare took form as a subtheme in
numerous novels he produced between the 1950s and 1980s and
ultimately as a subgenre that inspired a future generation of socially minded Florida writers.' Having made the state his home,
MacDonald sensed personal loss when the combined improvidence and greed of businesses and government leaders impaired
the general quality of life. He put his concerns to creative use in
cutting prose, saving his harshest words for the ungreening of
Florida's flush indigenous beauty. The book often regarded as a
compendium of his disquietude is Condominium,published in 1977
during a rare moment of stagnation in the state's construction
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industry. Set on one of the "false keysnedging the peninsula's west
coast, the novel departs from his usual hard-boiled formula but
otherwise remains classic-fare MacDonald. Its cast of characters
includes sordid building contractors, an insolent condominium
super, defrauded senior citizens, a couple of smart, get-it-done
retirees, and a punishing hurricane bearing down on the hedonism of overbuilt Florida, standing impertinently in harm's way.*
Although lesser known, the MacDonald book with an equally
fervent tone but of greater historical importance is A &h of Gem,
released fifteen years before Condominium The most famous p u b
lication in the year of its release, 1962, is Rachel Carson's S i h t
Spring, a non-fiction work that has much in common with
MacDonald's thirty-seventh novel. Historians have argued that
Carson's searing work lit off the modem environmental movement William 0.Douglas and E. B. White equated her "most revolutionary" book with the cataclysmic Uncle Tm's Cabin. A halfmillion copies of Siknt S p g s o l d in original hard cover, and with
those sales "the modern environmental movement began," so
notes environmental writer Kirkpatrick Sale. Historians contend
that Carson's screed against petrochemical companies turned
betrayed Americans into outraged Americans,'who in an explosion
of self-assertion organized across the country and demanded their
rivers and lakes and air be cleansed of industry's detritus. The
upsurge was inexorable, epical, miraculous. Its undying momentum unrolled into a movement of a mass and character never
before seen. Americans were no longer willing to trade unconditionally a clean Earth for economic prosperity. The corresponding
standard in the middle-class quality of life demanded the euphonic sounds of spring.3
2.

3.

Washington Post, 11 November 2003; John D. MacDonald (hereafter cited as
JDM), "Whya Quarter-Centuryof Growth May not Have Been Progress,"37,
39;John D. MacDonald (hereafter cited asJDM), Condominium (Philadelphia,
Penn.:J. B. Lippincon Company, 1977), 24, 445.
Linda Lear, Rachel Carson: Wdass for Nature (New York: Henry Holt and
Company, 1997), 419, 420; Stephen R Fox, John Muir and His Legacy: 27u
American Consmation Mouemepat (Boston: Little, Brown Publishers, 1981), 292;
Kirkpatxick Sale, The Green Revolution: T h Anzerican Environmental Movement,
19621992 (New York: Hill & Wang, 1993), 4; W.D. Solecki and F. M. Shelley,
uPollution, Political Agendas, and Policy Windows: Environmental Policy on
the Eve of Silent S$mng," Envimment and Planning C: Govmneent and Policy 14
(1996): 451-68; Samuel P. Hays, Beauty, Health, and Permamma: Envirmmental
Politics in the United States, 1955-1985 (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1987), 52-53.
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Florida citizens actually sounded similar demands prior to the
Silent Spring revolution, and MacDonald translated them into A
Flush of Green. Both actions suggest that historians should take a

-

longer view of the modem environmental movement. Fiction
writer Jim Hamson calls A Flash of Green "the first and best of all
novels with an ecological base." One might argue that the works of
James Fenimore Cooper and Herman Melville speak to ecological
ideas. But as late as Melville's time, scientists were still debating the
principles, indeed the legitimacy, of ecological science. Harrison
furthermore made his observation in the context of the modem
environmental movement. Unlike conservationists early in the
century, who usually labored through women's clubs and national
outdoor, sporting, and wildlife organizations, the movement after
World War I1 formed to an impressive degree around a constellation of local and regional organizations rising up from the assaulted grassroots. These groups typically took on a specific issue, say,
from a polluted town creek to an unwanted river dam to a toxinbelching municipal incinerator. National organizations-Audubon,
Sierra Club, and Wilderness Society, to name the big three-were
still around and ever more powerful, employing increasingly large
payrolled staffs and lobbyists. The unremitting professionalism
tended, however, to substitute bureaucratic detachment for the
personal relationships with nature commonly pronounced in the
all-volunteer local groups, the intrepid heart and soul of the movement At the same time, the scope of concern expanded from an
imperfect commitment to wilderness and wildlife protection (or
game-animal protection in the agendas of sporting organizations)
to include p r e s e ~ n g
a cleaner, more livable environment weighted under population growth and the dauntless consumer economy. Deploying ecological science, in its infancy and all but
inaccessible to early conservationists, became a central fact of the
new movement Environmental-impact studies and scientific information reshaped the language of activists, the policies of government agencies, and the accepted behavior of polluters and
1

developer^.^
4.

Jim Harrison,Just Befme Dark (Boston: Houghton Mirnin, 1999), 248; Sharon
E. Kingsland, The Evolution
American EGO@, 1890-2000 (Baltimore,
Maryland: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005); Robert P. McIntosh,
"Ecology Since 1900," Hktmy of Ammima Ecology (New York: Arno Press.
1977), 353.
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From real events and red people, MacDonald assembled the
movement's architectural elements in the body of a local campaign guiding the plot in A Flush of Grm.The call to environmental arms in Florida that informed the novelist sounded in the
1950s. Its impetus was not the reckless saturation of suburbia with
deadly chemical pesticides, the chief complaint in S i h t Spring. To
MacDonald and aroused Floridians there was something more v i s
ible on the landscape, more noticeably predatory against wildlife
populations, and more overtly cancerous to human contentment
in the natural aesthetic: incessant and poorly planned realestate
development. MacDonald, who wrote most of his seventyeight
books at his Sarasota home, dedicated A Flush of Grm to those
"opposed to the uglification of America." Nearly fi-om the moment
of moving to Florida in 1949, he was sickened by the expanding
contours of bulldozed landscapes, dredge-and-fill projects, and
condominium towers. According to literary scholar Edgar
Hirshberg, progress in its shortsighted and avaricious "ruin-theenvironment" form, to use MacDonald's description, became perhaps his books' moat persistent theme. Set in Florida's glittering
but uglifying southwest coast, A Flash of G r e a is both a lament for
the despoliation of Florida's natural aesthetic and a recognition of
the gathering struggle to save i t 5
The man with "the red hot typewriter," as biographer Hugh
Memll aptly portrays MacDonald, was born in Pennsylvania in
1916 and grew up in New York state. Satisfying his father's wishes,
he took degrees at Syracuse University and Harvard Business
School. He tried his hand unsuccessfully at a number of conventional white-collar positions, from which he was usually fired, when
the army saved him and his family from the economic depression
and near destitution. During World War 11, his mostly uneventful
job as an intelligence officer in India and Burma left him the time
and energy to write stories, often composed in the form of long letters he sent home to his wife, Dorothy. Without his knowledge,
Dordo submitted one to Stoty magazine, and it was accepted for
publication. After the war, he spent a disciplined eight hours a day
at the typewriter to launch a writing career. By the time he and
Dordo moved to Florida with their young son, he had become an
established author, sometimes publishing several stories at a time
7. Edgar W.Hirshberg, John D. MacDmld (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1985),
80.
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in pulp magazines. In one 20-month period, he reportedly hammered out 300 stories on his red-hot typewriter. He once estimated that he averaged 20,000 words a week on paper, and referred to
,his
regimented productivity as a comp~lsion.~
Like many people who came to Florida, the MacDonalds on
their first visit were looking for a warm-weather refuge to provide
temporary winter comfort. But the Gulf Coast beauty and quiet of
Clearwater Beach, "bright and fresh and handsome" with an area
population under 15,000, convinced them to make Florida their
permanent residence. MacDonald wrote his first novel, The Brass
Cupcake,which is set in his adopted state, while living in a rented
twwbedroom house two blocks from the Gulf of Mexico. That was
1950, a year in which he also produced fifty-four stories. The next
year yielded twenty-nine stories and four novels. With his usual
business-school work ethic, MacDonald was making the transition
to paperback originals, a new genre filling the void left by the withering story-magazine trade.'
MacDonald wrote only two books while
Beach. He and Dordo preferred the ease of small-town living,
and little time passed before Clearwater revealed a prevailing
infatuation with growth. Richard E. Glendinning, a mystery and
detective paperback writer, told the MacDonalds about the reasonably unspoiled hamlet of Sarasota, a feny ride across the
mouth of Tampa Bay to the south. A particular attraction of
Sarasota was the recent addition of a writers' community. After
moving there in 1951, MacDonald formed with others an informal, male-only Friday luncheon group that over the years included Glendinning, MacKinlay Kantor, Budd Schulberg, Carl
Carmer, Erskine Caldwell, and Buckminster Fuller. Like
MacDonald, the luncheon crowd's members had been attracted
to Sarasota by the "softness of the air, the blue of the water, the
dip and cry of the water birds, the broad beaches." The indigenous centerpiece of the area's allure was Sarasota Bay, a fifty-twosquare-mile subtropical estuarine environment coupled with the

'-

6.

7.

Hugh Merrill, Tlre Red Hot T w ' t e r : The Lve and Times of John D. M d o n a I d
(New York: Thomas Dunne Books, Z O O ) , 65; JDM, "Compulsion and
Butterflies," The CEA Critic 30 (December 1967): 7.
"Motor Boating and Sailing Answers,"John D. MacDonald Collection, box
148, folder 18, Special and Area Studies Collection, University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida (hereafter cited asJDMC) ; Merrill, The Red Hot Trp-ter,
62-74.
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John D. MacDonald, topcenter in glasses, with his Friday, male-only lunch group.
The group included Richard E. Glendinning, MacKinley Kantor, Budd Schulberg,
Carl Carmer, Erskine Caldwell, and Buckminster Fuller. Imge courtesy of Special
and Area Studies ColEections, University of F h i d a Libraries.

smaller Roberts, Blackburn, and Little Sarasota bays, all protected by barrier islands queued up on the east against the Gulf of
Mexico. Great blue and yellow-crowned night herons, egrets,
brown pelicans, white ibises, wood storks, and ospreys trolled the
waters and mangrove-lined shores for bait shrimp, black mullet,
red drum, spotted sea trout, snook, and stone and blue crabs.
MacDonald, who loved to fish and who eventually owned a series
of small watercraft, saw dolphins, manatees, and loggerhead sea
turtles in the bay; bald eagles and red tail hawks in the air; and
scrub jays in the saw-palmetto patches and pine flatwoods. At
night, he and Dordo listened to the soulful, heart-ofdarkness
calls of barred and screech owls. If the area retained a Xanadu
quality when the MacDonalds arrived, it would not stay that way
for long. After the Sunshine Skyway bridge and causeway opened
in 1954 and connected Pinellas and Manatee counties across
Tampa Bay, Sarasota began going the way of the rest of metarnorhttps://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol87/iss4/4
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phosing Florida. Simultaneously, MixDonald started making
room in his fiction for environmental musings?
MacDonald's books fell briskly into the category of popular
crime and detective fiction, literature of the pool-side and airtravel sort. Yet to rate MacIlonald as a upulp"writer risks ignoring his talents and humanitarian passion, His fans included
other writers. They admiyed hi$ splendid ear for diabgue;'his
bittksweet sense of place,'&d the aesthetic elegance and economy $f his.prose. They called Rim a master storyteller. The custorn+ revved-up narrative of paperback originals rarely made
roo#' for characters with: worldly peyceptiveness. But
MacDo~aldallowed his to ruq&ate on such matten as heartless
corp6rate heads, crooked elkcted officials, the depraved misogynist, k failing education system, and unco&rolled population
sprawl. Critical observatioa is a trademark ok his famous serial
protagofiist Travis McGee, a Rorida hou$eboatdweller tough
guy wjth simples, who kicks neither dogs nor women, unlike the
geniq's usual hard-bitten leading men. Women are women to
McGee, not girls, dames, dolls, or playthings. He is ponderous
and habituated to grim prophesying, on no issue more so than
the environment. In Bright Orange fw the Shroud, published in
1965, when the Everglades were suffering from a five-year
drought caused largely by the massive flood-control system built
by the US Army Corps of Engineers, seemingly indifferent to all
principles except those of growth, McGee comments with arresting insight:
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JDM, "Why a Quarter-Century of Growth May Not Have Been Progress,"
Florrida T d 25 (June 1983): 34; Merrill, The Red Hot Trpewriter, 73,80; Gary
R Mormino, Land of Sunshine, State of h m s : A Social Hishy ofModern florida
(Gainesville: University,Press of Florida, 2005), 24243; U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, National Estua? Program Coastal Condition Report (EPA no.
842F06001: June 2007), 244 http://www.epa.gov/owow/oceans/nepccr/
pdf/nepccr_gom-partc-pdf (Accessed March 2009).
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Now, of course, having failed in every attempt to subdue
the Glades by f'rontal attack, we are slowly killing it off by
tapping the River of Grass. In the questionable name of
progress, the state in itk vast wisdom lets every two-bit
development divert the flow into the dragline canals that
give him 'waterfront' lots to sell. . . .As the Glades die, the
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big fires come with increasing frequency. The ecology is
changing with egret colonies dwindling, mullet getting
scarce, mangrove dying of new diseases born of dryness.g
These insults against nature were the consequences of the
advancing sprawl of urban places, which MacDonald found sterile
and disenchanting. In The ScarZet Ruse, published in 19'73, McGee
sits on the deck of his fifty-two-foot, barge-converted houseboat,
the Busted k h , and bewails the intrusion of the built environment
on the natural universe. "Car lights, boat lights, dock lights,.star
lights. Sound of traffic and sound of the sea. Smell of salt and smell
of hydrocarbons." In the Empty C$@w sea; released in 19'79,he bristles against the "perpetual farting of the great god Progress" filling
the air with "smodge, fugg, and s c h l ~ t c h . " ~ ~
Some readers grew impatient with MacDonald's sermonizing
asides. He frequently received letters demanding, as he put it, that
he "get off your damn soapbox and get on with the story."
Remembering the late author in his Washington Post "Second
Readings" series, Jonathan Yardley described MacDonald as a
"social critic armed with vigorous opinions stingingly expressed."
As a citizen of the world, he felt a certain obligation to social criticism, and he was unapologetic about stamping characters with his
views. "It would be grotesque for me to give him an opinion at
which I was at odds," he said of McGee.ll
~ a c ~ o n a l denvironmental
's
proclivities deviated from a generation that had come of age in a historic economic depression
and war to secure an unshakable faith in the blessings of growth
and consumption. No lifeclefining moment seems to explain his
sensibilities; their origins remain murky. When a child, he was for
a moment literally a butterfly chaser: capturing, sorting, and pinning and displaying them on a board. He later explained his collector's drive not in terms of a peculiar affinity for nature but as an
inner compulsion that transcended conscious choice. When he

Hirshberg,John D. MaEDonatd, 83-84;David Geherin,John D. M d o n a l d (New
York: Frederick Ungar Publishing Company, 1982), 168-69. On the
Marjory
Everglades drought, see Jack E. Davis, An E v e A.&ce..
StmLaman Douglas and the A-can
Environmental Century (Athens: University of
Georgia Press, 2009), 43-19.
10. Hirshberg,John D. MacDonald, 82; Geherin,John D. MasDonaU, 168.
11. Geherin, John D. MasClmralrt, 169; Merrill, The Red Hot T W - W , 120;
Washington Post, 11 November 2003.

9.
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met Dordo, the two shared a growing love for the outdoors, and
when he was still in the military, they bought property they used as
a wilderness retreat on Piseco Lake, sixty miles north of Utica in a
"particular comer of these old hills* of the Adirondacks. He later
wrote in a short piece for The Consmationist magazine that he
spent his summers there observing the habits of Canada geese,
racoons, bullhead minnows, and burrowing moles. He liked to listen to the fall leaves drop, "banging and thumping down through
the other crisping leaves," and anticipated the seasonal migration
of monarch butterflies.l2
Florida gave him something of the same in the elegant wading
birds, shimmering marine life, brilliant bay vistas, and "clouds
parading the horizon at sunset." But Florida also started to take it
away. During his thirty-seven years in the state, he saw the quadrupling of the population (fkom 2.9 million to 11.7 million), the
coming of the interstate highways, the unflagging destruction of
wetlands, and the emerging eia of the condominium tower, skyward edifices thrusting up on white-sand beaches blocking the
public's view of the seascape and evening sunsets. He witnessed the
Army Corps of Engineers' unmitigated assault on the St. Johns
River, the Ocklawaha River, and the Everglades. "Man is a part of
nature," he once wrote. "God help him, he cannot survive in a
world where the order of nature around him has been
destroyed.
What Concord was to Henry David Thoreau, Sarasota's Siesta
Key was to MacDonald. He and Dordo lived for seventeen years on
the green island of cypress and pine trees and saw palmettoes,
named by National Geographic magazine as one of the four most
beautiful beaches in the world. Just as Thoreau in the small wood
around Walden Pond had fretted the faraway whistle of the trainthe machine symbol of demon civilization's iron-clad advance
upon nature- MacDonald fretted the distant tire-hum of vehicular traffic. One can hear in his words thejeremiad echo down from
Concord and across the century to post-war Siesta Key.

I

"'

.,,,

Far off on the north-south highways there was the insect
sound of the fast moving trucks, whining toward ware-

12. JDM, "QuietTimes," The Conservationist28 (April-May 1974): lS;JDM, "Compulsion and Butterflies,"6.
13. JDM, "AFlorida of Swamps and Silences,"N m York Times, 15 August 1982, section xx, p. 29;JDM to Jerome Beranrd,JDMC, box 148, folder 2.
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houses, laden with emergency rush orden of plastic animals, roach tablets, eye shadow, ashtrays, toilet brushes,
pottery crocodiles, and all the other items essential to a
constantly growing GNP.l4
And these words about Sarasota written in 1979:

Way back when, there was more beach to go to, of course.
And more fish in the sea. And the air was clean. Now the
sunset is a whisky<olored smutch, and at times the air
from Polk, Hisborough, Manatee and Pinellas Countie =,
to the north of us comes down here smelling like a robot' BiJ
armpit. Used to smell of orange blossoms.15
Behind the best-5eliing fiction was the beating heart of a "semimilitant conservationist." A compulsion of the like that had driven
him as a young butterfly chaser drove him to be a writer and activist.
Some "sort of iridescence in even the most ragged wing" stirred his
imagination and conscience. Beauty drew him to words and to
nature, and he sought beauty in nature not by choice but by dint of
need to see it, feel it, write about it, and preserve it. Just as he was
compelled to please himself with prose that was "clean and solid
and true," he was compelled to have the same in the living context.
If he strayed from the former or society did from the latter, he
desired to recover the iridescence. "By nature, and through the
practice of my profession," he acknowledged, "I tend to observe the
world and the time in which I live, with a skeptical and inquisitive
eye." To that eye, a sad byproduct of overdevelopment was the
increasingly monochromatic landscape-the same suburbs, the
same condominiums, the same strip shopping centers and air-conditioned malls, the same "depressing neon slums," the same "tackiness of. .urban centers," all eclipsing the vanishing mom-and-pop
culture of the variegated Florida MacDonald cherished on long,
lazy drives along the state's back roads. He once told N m Ymk Times
readers to "come and relish it before they pave the whole state."16

.

14. Merrill, The Red Hot Tvpeuniter,
2.
15. JDM, "MotorBoating and Sailing Answers." 16. JDM to Frank S. Freeman, 20 December 196'7,JDMC, box 67, folder 8;JDM
to The Editor, 12 November 1956, JDMC, box 71, folder 8; JDM to Doctor
Bongiorno, 15 October,l969,JDMC, box 48, folder 2;JDM, "Compulsionand
Butterflies,"7;JDM, "Acknowledge Sperling Introduction,"JDMC, box 148,
folder 13;JDM, "AFlorida of Swamps and Silences."
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Aerial photograph of John D. MacBonald's Siesta Key home. Image ~vurtesyof
S p e d and Area Stdies CoUecth, University of Fi?miduLibra*.

Thq, with an asphalt agenda amounted to two principals in
MacDonald's estimation. The pavers themselves were land developers, who earned a slew of unflattering labels from him: zoning
busters, anti-planners, money grubbers, hit-and-run contractors,
€&.stdollar buckaroos. Not all developers were bad, according to
MacDonald, but for "every good one, there are four or five who
slap up junk buildings, promise beautification they never provide,
build on transient endangered land, skimp on specs, grab the
money and run." Under their thumbs they held the other principal culprits: local and state elected officials. MacDonald favored
planing, zoning laws, professional advice, and citizen input. He
hated "government by experiment, by amateur hunches, based
upon unschooled busybody advisements too often put forth by special interest groups" that "enriches the minor and cynical percentage of land developers at the expense of a plausible environment
for both good living and new industry." In the 1950s, Sarasota was
turning into a place run by improvident rule. In protest, he wrote
long letters to the editor of the newspapers. In one, he referred to
the county commissioners as given to a "knuckleheaded approach,
so forlornly typical of all bush-league demagogues, which makes
Published by STARS, 2020
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violent, noble-sounding appeals to the emotions-yet flees the
necessities of logic, training uld experience as though they might
biteam indeed they will, in time." He resented their corrupting the
public hearing into 'a device" by which they learn they "are wrong,
but go ahead anyway, saying 'Big Daddy knows best.'""
One of Machnald's greatest fe;us was that runaway growth
would consume S m o t a . In the first ten years he had lived there,
the county's population had grown from twenty-nine thousand to
seventy-seven. At the time he was writing A Rash of Grem, 1140,000
people were d ~ e a d yliving
,
within the Sarasota Bay watershed.
MacDondd's locd .public interests ran to the want of communal
assets, such as a liberal arts college, a library, art museurnsimprovernenf,he equated with responsible growth and leadership. Progress in nearly every form, as he noted in an editorial
column he wrote briefly under the pseudonym of T. Carrington
Burns, had "to be measured by the preservation, protection,
strengtheqing and glorification of the two factors which made us
unique-the cultural strength and ferment, and the special beauties
of beach, bay and approach." MwDonald was not opposed to
growth per se, he clarified, only that which "is an almost hypnotic
insistence on quantity as against worth."18
Complaining in editorials and letters to the editor about prob
lems he perceived in Sarasota would not alone shape new doctrine
about growth.Words required complementay action. During the
expansionist decade of the 1950s, MacDonald helped organize the
Committee for a Better S m o t a and then the Non-Partisan
Citizens Committee, which launched the Samsota Civic League
and the Citizens Bureau of Government Research. And he joined
the Society of Conservation. A principal founder of the latter was
Jim Neville, one of the three dedicatees of A l%sh of Cnm who
opposed the uglification of America. Neville's group focused on
environmental issues, while the others did so as related to responsible leadership and growth.lg

17. T. Canington Burns (JDM pseudonym), "Off the Beat," Nmsmonth (June
I=), JDMC, box 69, folder 7; JDM, "Motor Boating and Sailing Answersn;
JDM to The Editor, 27January 1962,JDMC, box 67, folder 9;JDM toJames
D. Neville,JDMC, box 67, folder 9.
18. EPA, National Estwlry Program Coastal ConditionReport, 245; Burns (JDM), "Off
the Beat" (June1960).
19. JDM to Walter J. Daily, 6 March 1962,JDMC,box 67, folder 9.
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Here in MacDonald's backyard were the creative origins of his
novel, more words, to be sure, but ones that told the story of action
and carried the imprimatur of a New York publisher and national
readership. MacDonald set A h h of Gem in the fictitious bayfront town of Palm City on the Gulf Coast of southwest Florida, a
place that geographically, demographically, and temperamentally
resembled Sarasota. It is that moment in Florida history when
quiet coastal communities were staring into the din of a crowded
and polluted future, when air-conditioning and chemical pesticides wee beginning to tame the discomforts of nature, when cinder-block construction was ratcheting up massproduction home
building, and when the Federal Highway Administration was
paving the peninsula with high-volume, interstate thoroughfares
that beckoned Americans to the Dream State. The book's thriller
plot revolves around the incorporated citizens' group Save Our
Bays. Preferring the defiant acronym S.O.B., its members try to
stop Palmland Development, the "syndicate,"from filling 800 acres
of Grassy Bay. But the syndicate has the county commissioners in
its pocket. 'It's going to be a steamroller operation, Kat,"
MacDonald's protagonist,Jimmy Wing, tells his would-be lover, the
earnest and recently widowed Katherine Hubble, a member of the
S.O.B.s, "and it's going to run right over anybody who stands in the
way." The S.0.B.s arch-nemesis is county commissioner Elmo Bliss,
an underhanded opportunist who is hoping the steamroller will
pave his way to the governor's office. His ambitions are enhanced
by the eagerness of the Internal Improvement Fund (an actual
state agency) to give over bay bottom to growth merchants, the
shortsighted chamber of commerce types who dominate locally
elected office and who will steer the state in its ruinous direction.
A single sentence early in the book reveals the cast of MacDonald's
real-life views: "As the quiet and primitive mystery of the broad
tidal bays disappeared, as the mangroves and the rookeries and the
oak hammocks were uprooted with such industriousness, the
morning sound of construction equipment became more familiar
than the mockingbird."2o
The book's title bears a purposeful double entendre.
MacDondd went to battle over it with his publisher, Simon and
Schuster, which preferred the prosaic "Land Grabbers" to A &h of
20. JDM, A Hash of Green (New York: Fawcett Gold Medal, 1984, reprint of 1962
Simon 8c Schuster printing), 24.
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Green. MacDonald's preference shows a certain cleverness. Literally,
a flash of green refers to an infrequent natural event that occurs
when the sunset sky glints to green at the moment the orange ball
of the sun drops behind the "gunmetal horizon" of the Gulf or bay.
Figuratively, it refers to the fast money made in Florida's get-nchquick realestate schemes. MacDonald illuminated this dual meaning in an epigram he created to open the book. Two elderly men sit
on a pier at sunset looking out to the Gulf of Mexico. "What I want
to know, do you ever get to see that flash of green," asks one. "The
only flash of green down here to make a wish on is the flash of
money you miss out on," replies the other. "I bought one lot for six
hundred, held it for five years and s o l d it for three thousand. I
could have bought ten. Make you sick to your stomach." But if one
associates green with the natural environment, one finds a third
meaning not explicit in the book but relevant to MacDonald's personal experience: the ephemeral state of natural Florida in the
post-WWII period, disappearing in an eye-blink of time?
This flashing green in Sarasota brought MacDonald into the
sphere of organized protest in 1956 as the public spokesperson for
the Committee for a Better Sarasota. Ln November, a local developer named Spencer A. Miller petitioned the county commission
to fill a section of Little Sarasota Bay. Legal and illegal fills in the
area dated back to the 1910s, and in recent years they were on the
rise. MacDonald wanted officials to "take the firm and very brave
more permissions granted for bay fillstand that there will be
ing." The county commissioner, Glen Leach, who made the
motion to grant the Miller permit offered the suspect claim that
"nobody is more opposed to bay filling than I." His remark
reminds one of A Flash of Green's Elmo Bliss, who, as he works
behind the scenes employing nefarious and even violent means to
ensure that the syndicate wins its permit, insists, "I believe in
preservation of natural beauty." each laid out an argument that
was an assertion of the exalted notion that humans could do better than nature for nature. The "unstable tidal flats," he claimed,
were "gas-producing, debris-producing areas [that] should be
eliminated." Leach was either intentionally misrepresenting the
truth or he simply knew nothing of what he spoke. "Nature does
kicks,"
not create unsightly mud flats iuitmfoI:
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21. JDMC, b 2, folder 5: Peter Schwed to JDM, 7 March 1962; JDM to Peter
Schwed, 16 March 1962;JDM, A l%zsh of Green, 6.
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Cover of A &sh qf Green by J QD.~
IkfwWald.
Studies C o u e c t h , uraeiy OfLibrb.

MacDonald wrote at the time in an unpublished piece explaining
the ecological value of swamps and coastal marshes. But whether
born of deceit or ignorance, Leach's claim was apt to produce
approving nods among citizen and government leader. Jim
Neville, a county commissioner-elect who routinely fished the proposed fill area, shook his head instead and challenged Leach at the
commission meeting, warning that granting a permit would set a
"dangerous precedent" for destroying marine habitat. Responding
in the newspaper, MacDonald denounced the indifference to "oyster beds . . . the feeding grounds . . . of the fish population . . . and
the water bird population." It was unfortunate, he said, that the
commission made decisions about fill projects "without any established framework of policy" or science, and that developers
believed it was their "function to get out there and make a buck by
creating waterfront properties that nature curiously neglected to
provide." MacDonald's attack was so intense that the developer
made a special effort to defend his project in the press even after
the commission granted its approval.22
22. Untitled, undated document, "The Legal Aspects . . . ,* JDMC, box 69, folder
7; JDMC, box 71, folder 8: "Developer Gets Bay Fill Permit," 26 November
1956 newspaper clipping, JDMC; "Filling in Bay Defense Heard," undated
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Miller's operation was small potatoes compared with a subsequent one directed by one of the state's largest landholders and
one of the country's wealthiest men. In 1958, the ninety-one-yearold former chairman of Alcoa, Arthur Vining Davis, placed his
more than 100,000 acres of southeast Florida real estate (he
reportedly owned one-eighth of Dade County) into a new operating corporation, Arvida. Instead of manufacturing aluminum,
Davis decided to manufacture a Florida lifestyle by in part manufacturing land. Nine months after its incorporation, Arvida made a
deal with the estate of the late circus showman John Ringling to
buy 2,000 acres in Sarasota County for $13.5 million. The property comprised 19,000 feet of undeveloped waterfront on Bird, Lido,
St. Armand's, and Longboat keys. ANida announced plans to
develop 4,000 homes, hotels, apartments, and commercial buildings on its new property. "I will bet ten Eisenhower dollars against
ten Confederate dollars that here are some mighty unhappy people on the East Coast who have been bulldozed flat by the Arvida
steamroller," MacDonald wrote Paul Stannard, executive director
of the Sarasota Civic League, apologizing for the 'badly mixed
metaphor." "4,000 new homes boosts the tax income. But what is
the cost in diminution of that only asset which distinguishes this
community from, say, Clewiston [a nondescript inland town developed largely by U.S. Sugar Corporation]?" MacDonald was of
course referring to Sarasota's reasonably intact bay-front environment. Arvida is "here to make a buck." he told Stannard.
"Obviously they plan to do their best to fill the bays."23
Arvida's proposal indeed included fill projects on Bird and
Longboat keys. Dredges in the 1910s had already expanded Bird
Key, and Ringling, dabbling in boom-time real estate, had used it as
a link in a causeway he built to St. Armands Key, where he was selling home lots. From the expansionist perspective of Arvida's engineers, the 14acre Bird Key required more terra firma to make it
economically viable for waterfront home building. "Public vistas
should not become car ports and boat docks," MacDonald protestnewspaper clipping; "Further Filling of Bay Opposed," 27 November 1956
newspaper clipping;JDM to Editor, 9 May 1957;JDM to Editor, 21 November
1956; JDM to Editor, 27 November 1956; Siesta Outhk, 27 November 1956;
JDM to Editor, 12 November 1956.
23. Marjory Stoneman Douglas to Paul Stannard, 15 July 1959, JDMC, box 67,
folder 9; New Ysrk Times, 19 September 1958, 19 May 1959, 15 May 1960;
Chicago Daily Tribune, 19 May 1959,4 November 1959.
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ed in a T. Carrington Bums editorial. "There is no valid justification
for filling one more square foot of bay." Local boosters, however,
were pleased with the growing "new look," "sans circus." Arvida and
other developen were making over the area's keys with beach
resort hotels, including one of the tallest on Florida's west coast; six
eighteen-hole golf courses, one a w i d e sprawl supplanting
unwanted "dense jungle growth"; and thousands of houses neatly
compacted onto dredge-and-fill finger islands, their anthropomorphic shape appropriately symbolic of the latest human imprint on
the landscape. With Arvida in mind, MacDonald often complained
that Florida was the only state in the union that was expanding its
land mass. "Florida is constantly growing," reflect., the lead character, Andy McClintock, in Dead Low Tide, a 1953 Fawcett paperback,
"not in the normal fashion of other places, with more houses going
up on existing land, but the land itself is growing."24
Other coastal states also employed the dragline dredge to add
dry acreage to their existing inventory of landmass. But without
question, Florida, a developer's paradise, exhibited a particular
aggressiveness about manufacturing waterfront real estate.
Historian Gary Mormino points out that at the turn of the twentieth century, Florida still had "too much land, too much water, and
too few people" and in all the wrong places for the liking of state
and local officials. Eager to minimize repulsive swampland and
maximize inviting bay-, ocean-, and gulf-front property to cultivate
population growth, they gave developers something of the equivalent of ambassadorial immunity by imposing few restrictions on
their activities. At the onset of the 1920sland boom, the legislature
passed a Riparian Rights act, updating a previous one adopted in
1856, to affirm a landowner's prerogative to fill tidal and freshwater land, which the state Internal Improvement Fund made available at subterranean prices without regard to environmental
consequences. Three decades later, when another land rush was
on, MacDonald's Andy McClintock defined riparian rights as the
24. Burns (IDM), "Off the Beat*; N m Ymk Times, 4 December 1960 (emphasis
original); JDM, Dead Low Tide (Greenwich, Conn.: Fawcett Publications,
1953), 19; Craig Pittman, "A Tarnished Green: Once the Sparkling Crown
Jewel of Our City, Sarasota Bay has been Damaged by Decades of Growth,
Pollution and Indifference. Can it be Saved?"Sarasota Magazine 30 (February
1, 2008; online version) <http://www.sarasotarnagaziae.com/Articles/
Sam@-M@ne/2008/02/A-Tarnished-Gem.
accessed September 11,
2008.
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practice of "turning water into land and putting nouses on it.' The
new land boom was characterized not by the sale of poorly drained
swampland but by brand new, sewalled waterfront property freshly
pumped up from bay bottoms and whitening under the Florida
sunshine. Throughout the 19509, as Mormino's research reveals,
newspaper headlines trumpeted the results: "Lowly Mangrove
Swamp Is Turned into 'Paradise Island,'" "Bay-Bottom Sand Turns
into Florida's Silver Coast," "How to Make a Brand New Island,"
"Beach Project Ready for Dredging." In MacDonald's seventy-year
lifetime, dragline dredges added hundreds of miles of "made
land," as he put it, to Florida's naturally vast coastline.25
Despite MacDonald's dislike for their perceived rapacity, the
"Amida boys" were not the model for the developers in A Rash of
Gem The S.0.B.s had previously stopped an outside corporation
brandishing blueprints for a bay-fill project. Palmland
Development was a syndicate of locals, a fact that made them all
the more dangerous and suggested the locus of the problem
MacDonald saw in Sarasota. Big, outside corporations, such as
Arvida, he believed, were only doing what they were created to do.
The responsibility to protect the commons resided with local elected officials. In Sarasota, as far as MacDonald, Neville, Stannard,
and others saw things, local government was "pack[edInwith realestate brokers, insurance agents, contractors, and lawyers who had
a "personal financial stake in growth" and who were "overly sympathetic to the fast-dollar philosophy." In the MacDonald policy formula, planning, zoning, and building decisions should be made
with the forethought of results a quarter or half-century hence.
"On some days looking 20 minutes ahead seems standard," he said
of the typical public official. When MacDonald wrote these words
in 1983 in l%ni& Trend business magazine, the year of Arvida's
incorporation remained ominous in his memory. "We are where
we are today9'-with developmentcrowded waterfronts, obscured
bay and gulf views, polluted waters, and car-crowded roadways-"because in 1958 our leaders were not looking 2.5 years down
the road, to say nothing of 50." Then as in the 1980s, the "real dmgers to Florida are inertia, ignorance, shortages of abilities and
funds and an unwillingness to look into the future."26
25. Mormino, L a d of Sunshirae, State ofDrecrm, 34B-42;JDM, Dead L m Ti&?,20.
26. Burns (JDM), "Off the &atm;JDM to Paul Stannard;JDM, T h y a QuarterCentury of Growth May not have been Progress,"35,37.
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pg+ut MacDonald (who donated his fee for the magazine ameke
to'-the Florida Defenden of the Environment, which had organized to stop the cross-Florida barge canal) knew people who were
eager to introduce logic to the growth equation. Around the time
Arvida bought the Ringling properties, votaries of the sort
launched the Civic League and its complement the Citizens
Bureau of Govemment Research. Within the year Neville had
pulled together the Society for Conservation, and within eightem
months, MacDonald had completed the first draft of A Hash of
O r m Citizen groups interested in honest and wise government
and in protecting the environment were not unique to Sarasota. In
the mid-1950s in St. Petersburg, when Chicago developer Leonard
Ratner proposed a 504acre dredge-and-fill project in Boca Ciega
Bay, l o d s organized the Alliance for the Conservation of Natural
Resources. In January 1962, when supertanker giant Daniel
Ludwig announced plans to build an oil refinery and deepwater
port in the subtropical shallows of Biscayne Bay, angry residents
rallied under the banner, or more accurately in front of the
bumper sticker, of the Safe Progress Association. MacDonald knew
both groups, the first of which failed in its endeavor and the second of which ~ucceeded.~'
The fictitious S.0.B.s were representative of the countless
grassroots, issuespecific organizations that were a defining factor
of the new movement. What made that movement modem was
ecological science, a field of study that was still finding an
autonomous place in the American academy. To highlight the
dangers of disorderly development, the Florida campaigns turned
to the insights of ecology. Studying the bay and how a develop
ment project might disrupt stable relationships in the marine
ecosystem was one of the roles of the Citizens Bureau of
Government Research. A Fkash of Orem's S.0.B.s seek to do the
same using a resident scientist, Doris Rowell, and any "reputable
marine biologists" she can round upUthoseeggheads," Elmo Bliss
calls them. Her specific task is to acquire a copy of a ushallowwater
ecology study" undertaken by scientists from the University of
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27. Polly Redford, "Small Rebellion in Miami," H a w ' s Magazine, 228 (February
1964), 96-97; Christiun Science Monitor, February 1964; Bruce Stephenson, "A
'Monstrous Desecration': Dredge and Fill in h a Ciega Bay," Pdradise Lost?:
The E n d m e n t a l History of Jlmida,Jack E. Davis and Raymond Arsenault eds.
(Gainede: University Press of Florida, 2005), 32649.
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Miami (pivotal actors in the real-life Biscayne Bay campaign).
Their ecological findings had helped rescue Grassy Bay fi-om the
first proposed fill project, and the environmentalists hope that by
again incorporating science into their activist strategy-educating
the public, speaking out at commission meetings, and leading
protests-they will repeat their success in the policy arena. "We'll
prove, as we did before," Rowell assures an S.0.B gathering, "that
filling Grassy Bay would have a disastrous effect on the local
marine ecology, including, of course, game and food fish species."
Although MacDonald had no formal training in the field, he read
widely and believed that smart policy decisions regarding residential and commercial development, infixstructure design, and
recreational lands required a fundamental understanding of ecology. Any waterside community such as Sarasota was doomed to be
a built-environment wasteland if it failed to take into account that
the "life of the seas begins where the sea and the shore meet, in the
estuaries and upon 'unsightly mud flats'" and that "reclaiming"
those mud flats for real estate, roads, or water passages promised
certain death for the natural aesthetic that had originally attracted
people to Florida.28
Respecting the profundity of ecology, MacDonald believed,
led to wise policy decisions. He made this point with not only
Rowell but with the shrewd Elmo Bliss, whom MacDonald
endowed with an understanding of science's power. Bliss adroitly
strikes at the ecologyjugular in the S.O.B. 's strategy. Threatening
h m to Kat Hubble, he coerces Jimmy Wing to impeach the
integrity of Rowell, a competent scientist with a blemished past. In
the end, the S.0.B.s lose Grassy Bay to the syndicate.
Ficfion mimicked reality: Arvida got its permits. Science,
ignored by city leaders rather than undermined by vile deeds,
could not save the day for MacDonald and the environmentalists.
By the time Arvida finished its project, which included enough fill
for 511home sites, 291 of them trimming finger-canal waterfront,
dredges had spent the 1950s and early 1960s horsing up 4,500
acres of hard-bottom habitat and burying 1,800 acres of coastalwetland habitat. Before developers were done, they had created a
28. By-Lawssfthe Citizens' Bureau of Governmental Research, n. d.,JDMC, box
69, folder '7;JDM to Paul Stannard, 16 December 1959, and 15January 1960,
JDMC, box 69,folder 7;JDM to Paul Stannard;JDM, A Fbsh @Green, '75,211;
JDM, "Why a Quarter-Century of Growth May not have been Progress," 3'7.
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mostly infertile shoreline environment with the construction of
over 100 miles of concrete seawalls, which not only eliminated vital
habitat, including mangroves, but altered the water's energy to the
point that it scoured the bay bottom and seagrass beds, thirty percent of which were eventually lost. The once limpid bay was growing increasingly murky and lifeless.29
Indifferent to these consequences, Arvida returned in the mid1960s with a proposal to fill in more bay to make land for more
homes and, this time, condominiums. As available waterfront
property grew increasingly scarce during the post-war population
boom, developers, with Arvida as a pioneering leader, came up
with an inventive idea for continuing to settle people on Florida's
already-crowded beaches-the condominium "supertower." The
term condominium comes not from an architectural concept but
a legal one, dating to Europe in the Middle Ages, that provides the
warranted guidelines for multiple interests occupying a single residential structure. The concept replaced the land in real-property
ownership with airspace between walls. Before the dosing of the
frontier, when land was the enabling root of American individualism and independent livelihood, nationalists would have blasted
the condominium as utterly un-American. But the arrangement
had an appeal in crowded, land-scarce places and among a demographic, especially post-war retirees living on company pensions
and social security benefits, willing to forsake title to a green patch
of earth to avoid maintaining it. The concept was set to flourish
when in 1961 the Federal Housing Administration began insuring
mortgages on condominiums. The year before, Salt Lake City permitted construction of the first in the continental United States.
Puerto Rico, however, where condominiums had been popular on
the island commonwealth since the 1950s, exported the legal and
architectural edif~cesto south Florida, where the Everglades
impeded the outward impulses of the urban environment and
forced growth to go upward. By the late 1960s, condominiums
stacked humanity as high as fifty stories. The wall of towers had
become dense enough along the beach from Fort Lauderdale to
Miami to prompt one observer to propose that the "Gold Coast be
29. Pittman, "A Tarnished Gemn;
Pete Schmidt, "AnArmada of Retirees Invades
Sarasota Bay," Samota Magazine 16 (April 1994): 103; EPA, National Estuary
Progmm Coastal Condition Repart, 252; Sarasota Heraid Tritntm, 30 November
2008.
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renamed the Condominium Coast." To MacDonald, no architectural form was more offensive to the natural environment and
decent living. He predicted that condominiums, so many of them
shoddily constructed, had an average life span of fifty years before
they turned into "seaside slums," their restoration too costly to be
covered by monthly condominium-association maintenance fees.
Woe would then befall all except the builders-long departed to
whiter beachesem
When ANida moved forward with the new phase of develop
ment on its Sarasota properties, A &h of Crm no longer simply
captured a spirit of activism in the 1950s. It became a source of
inspiration for regrouping in the 1960s. The vigilantJames Neville,
who hosted a radio show, hyped the book as "timely reading" for a
city with a wearisome history of municipal subservience to corporate demands. Falling under fiction's influence, Neville knew a
good name and acronym when he saw them; he and others organized a new citizens' group they called Save Our Bays. The real-life
S. 0. B.s worked with the Sarasota County Angler's Club, which
filed a law suit, another effective tool of the modern environmentalists, against Arvida, the Internal Improvement Fund, and
Longboat Key. The two groups maintained that selling public land,
in this case bay bottom, "to private interests for private gain" was a
violation of the "public trust." MacDonald remained ever the
"common scold," writing letters to the newspapers, President
Lyndon Johnson, interior secretary Stewart Udall, and an unsympathetic Senator George Smathers of Florida, and he helped
organize a "bay fill consenation h n d dinner" to raise money for
the law suit. In December 1964, the Internal Improvement Fund
tabled the proposed purchase of land around Longboat Key indefinitely. "We have driven Arvida stock down appreciably," a gleeful
MacDonald wrote the vice president of Save San Francisco Bay
Association, with whom he was trading war stories.31

30. Monnino, h n d OfSumhine,State ofDreams, 3%; JDM, "Why a Qparter-Century
of Growth May not Have Been Progress," 37, 39; John E. Cribbet,
"Condominium:Home Ownership for Megalopolis,"Michigan Law Rewiew 61
(May 1963): 1207-1244.
31. James to John, n-d.,JDMC,box 67, folder 9; JDM to Clark Kerr, 11 February
1965,JDMC, box 70, folder Q; JDMC, box 67, folder 8: George Smathers to
JDM, 30June 1965;JDMto The President, 21 November 19W,JDMto Stewart
L. Udall, 1 June 1W5; JDM to Bill, 21 November 1964, Sarasota Herald
Tribune,17 December 1964.
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The steeliness of the Sarasota groups was tested soon again.
Arvida came back three years later, this time seeking a permit to fit1
more than 170 acres around Otter and South Lido keys. The environmental groups and the common scold renewed the pressure,
with unexpected help coming from Tallahassee. Governor Claude
Kirk's "a-dollar-a-year" environmental advisor, Nathaniel Reed of
south Florida, took an open stand against dredge-and-fill projects.
At his urging, the governor in 1967 signed the Randell Act, which
required a biological survey prior to local and state officials considering permits to alter tidal and submerged lands. The act's sponsor, Ted Randell, lived in Fort Myers a few miles down the coast
from MacDonald, and like the author was horrified by the impact
of dredgeand-fill projects on marine life. In January, Randell,
Kirk, and fellow lawmakers arrived in Sarasota for a legislative
weekend. Kirk had a scheduled lunch with Arvida president Brown
Whatley at Bird Key Yacht Club. When the S.0.B.s got wind of the
lunch, they organized a "boatacade." More than 200 craft of all
sizes "formed ranks in the bay," sounding their presence across the
water with the shrill of whistles, bells, and belching air horns. Kirk
reportedly turned to his lunch companion and said, "I saw your
navy out there, Brown." The next month, the Sarasom County
commissioners acted not as "amateurs," as MacDonald had frequently and derisively called them, but as professionals, and voted
unanimously against permitting the new devel~pment.~~
MacDonald's role in the boatacade is unclear. He may have
joined with one of his own small crafts or crewed with a friend.
What is more certain is that MacDonald had played a role over
many years in forcing Sarasota to shift its emphasis, as it did following the hatacade, fiom developing its bays to protecting them.
The emphasis in the environmentalcommunity shifted, too. By the
time of MacDonald's death in 1986, the larger bay area would lose
another 600 to 700 acres of tidal wetlands, but the dredges all but

32. Sarasota Herald T d m u , 17 December 1964, 25 January 1968; Schmidt, "An
Armada of Retirees Invades Sarasota Bay," 103;Jeff Lahurd, Sarasota: A HGto~y
(Charleston, S.C.: The Histoxy Press, 2006), 99; Luther J. Carter, The I;lwdu
Experience: Land and WaterPolzcy in a Orowth State (Baltimore, Maryland:Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1974), 54; Cynthia Barnett, Mirage: Nmida and the
Vanishing Water of the Ecrstern U. S. (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,
2007), 28. MacDondd's latest biography, Hugh Merrill, incorrectly maintains
that Arvida won permission to move forward with its dredge-an-fill project.
See A Red Hot T-ter,
219-20.
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stopped operating in the region, save for the Army Corps of
Engineers routine maintenance of the Intercostal Waterway. The
bay faced a new challenge in effluence. Outdated municipal wastewater-treatment facilities, scores of poorly maintained package
plants (individualsewer systems for golf courses, hospitals, subdivisions, and mobile-home parks), thousands of leaky septic tanks,
and 800 miles of drainage canals dating back to the 1920ssent metals, chemicals, chlorinated pesticides, enzymes, and fecal coliforms
into the estuarine system. Environmentalists looked out across the
area's most-prized natural asset badly fouled by nitrogen levels 300
times natural conditions. In 1987, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency designated Sarasota Bay a Estuary of National
Significance and prepared to launch a massive clean-up effort,
duplicated in open-water estuaries around Florida (Tampa Bay,
Charlotte Harbor, and Indian River Lagoon) and the country. The
S.0.B.s turned their sight on restoration."
More than two decades after its publication, the book that had
been inspired by activists of the 1950s and that in turn inspired
their efforts continued to have resonance. In 1984, film maker
Victor Nuriez adapted A Riuh of Green for the screen. Nufiez said
he 'used to dream about" the book, so "wrapped up" was he with
MacDonald's depiction of the conflict between land merchants
and land-loving citizens. The master storyteller died two years after
the movie's realease, the loser in a threemonth struggle with complications from heart surgery, but his noted social criticism continued to elevate the voices of other writers. Best-selling Florida
mystery-thriller author Carl Hiaasen felt the MacDonald muse
early on, writing in the 1995 forward to the latter's The Deep Blue
Goodye, 'I loved [MacDonald's work] because he was the first
modern writer to nail Florida dead-center, to capture all its languid sleaze, racy sense of promise, and breath-grabbing beauty. . .
. The customary targets are greedhead developers, crooked politicians, charnber-of-commerce flacks, and the cold-hearted scammen who flock like buzzards to the Sunshine State. For John D.
MacDonald, these were not just useful fictional villains; they were
villains of real life."34
33. EPA, National E s t u a ~Program
~
Coastal Condition Rejmt, 244, 245, 248; Sarasota
Herald Tribune, 30 November 2008.
34. Carl Hiaasen, "Introduction,"JDM, The Deep Blue Gadbye (New York: Fawcett
Crest, 1995); "Filmmaker Keeps Coals in Focus," undated newspaper clip
ping, JDMC, box 1'79, folder 5; Merrill, 7 7 Red
~ Hot T+ter,
219-20.
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MacDonald once responded to a critic of his compulsion
toward protecting Florida's natural endowments this way: "No
sophistry, no variety of warped reasoning can hide the fact that by
thinking of mankind as able to control the environment, we are
coming ever closer to the point of no return-wherein the environment will no longer be able to sustain and support mankind as a
life form." His Gaia understanding of the world and his acknowledgment that "man is a part of nature" are reminiscent of Rachel
Carson's teachings in S i h t S ' n g But the precedent of this great
book was not needed for MacDonald and Floridians to make the
transition to the modern environmental movement. In 1962,
Carson was moved to write about the onslaught that was spoiling
the environment; MacDonald was moved to write about the
response to the Florida onslaught in the form of organized
activism already in unyielding mot i ~ n . ~ ~
A Flash of Gem reveals its author's remarkable insight and
some quantity of foresight, though perhaps not so much that
MacDonald deserves confirmation as a prophet. Lofty condominiums banking Florida's Gold, Emerald, Sun, Treasure, First, Space,
and Nature coasts and built forty years ago are not likely in the
next decade to start crumbling down under the weight of slipshod
construction, as he predicted. Still, one might take note of an
observation he made in 1969 and the place that apparently
aroused it: "Blithe ignorance . . . is creating an oxygencarbon
dioxide imbalance that is slowly heating up the planet. About two
more degrees change in the overall average and there will be a
melting of the polar icecaps which will put all of peninsular Florida
under a few feet of water."36

35. JDM to Jerome Bernard, 10 September 1969,JDMC, box 149, folder 2.
36. Ibid.
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